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Conservatory Information Sheet
I WANT TO USE MY CONSERVATORY ALL YEAR ROUND.
Modern conservatories, with insulated bases and cavity walls (brick-cavity-block) which
feature energy efficient sealed units and a thermally efficient roof are designed for year
round use. We recommend an additional heating source, such as central heating, underfloor
heating or electric radiators for use during the colder months. Comfort levels can be further
enhanced with the use of solar smart glass (we use self-cleaning smart glass from the
Ambient range, especially designed for conservatory roofs). Conservatory smart glass was
developed to keep conservatories warm in winter, by retaining heat, and cool in summer by
excluding solar radiation.
DO YOU MAKE CONSERVATORIES TO ORDER?
Yes - every one of our conservatories is a bespoke project and can be personalised with a
host of accessories and design features both inside and out. The only barrier to your
imagination is cost!

Our most popular styles are currently the Lean-to and Edwardian. We incorporate full height
brick piers in many of our designs which gives a more “solid” appearance and allows for
feature lighting to be installed inside and outside.
WE’VE INHERITED A CONSERVATORY THAT HAS SEEN BETTER DAYS. CAN WE UPGRADE
IT?
We would need to have a look, but essentially you should be able to. The easiest option
would be to replace the roof – this is particularly popular with the older polycarbonate
roofs. Glazing performance today is vastly superior to 10 years ago. By replacing the roof
you are giving yourself peace of mind, improved performance and greater comfort levels.
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Solid “warm” roofs are becoming a popular choice, creating a space that is more like an
extension - it’s worth remembering though that you would lose a lot of the natural light you
had gained with your glass roof. However a solid roof can come into its own if your
conservatory suffers from the classic “too hot/too cold” effect – in summer it becomes
unbearably hot and in winter it becomes unbearably cold!

Depending on the condition of your conservatory, the materials originally used, and the
costs involved in an upgrade, it may be easier and more cost effective to simply start afresh
with a brand new model.
HOW LONG WILL MY CONSERVATORY TAKE TO INSTALL?
This depends on the amount of work, what additional trades will be required and to a
certain extent, the time of year (consistent bad weather is more likely to cause building
delays). When we quote you, we will give you a clear timeframe for the project. We work on
a very short lead time, usually delivering our projects in a matter of weeks from order to
completion.
Any more questions? Please contact us and we’ll be glad to help!
Email Bobby: bobby@clearviewwindows.org
Call Bobby: 07984 456526
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